Cj mustangs

The engine lived up to expectations as four of the cars made it to their respective class finals.
The engines planned for these vehicles weren't exactly what we now consider to be "stock"
Cobra Jet engines. The list of drag strip modifications for Stock class racing is extensive, and
includes style connecting rods, a C8AX-C cam, forged pistons with an Cars prepared for Super
Stock racing got all of the Stock class modifications plus an offset aluminum intake manifold,
solid lifter C8AX-D cam, Crane heavy duty valve springs, lightweight valves, a heavy duty
clutch, a 4. Other modifications for both classes include adjustable rocker arms and associated
valve train components , and a style, C5AZ-E dual-point distributor. We believe that we have
identified all six cars by driver and VIN based on information discovered in corporate memos.
Marti reports have confirmed the memo information. In two cases we've found discrepancies
between Ford documentation and the VINs stamped onto the fender aprons and dash tags.
We're reporting dash tag VINs and noting where they disagree with Ford documentation. Four of
the six cars , , , , are known to exist today; we identify those cars by VIN. We don't report full VIN
information for the one car that remains unfound in an effort to keep that VIN from being
fraudulently reused. We are actively seeking information to confirm the whereabouts of the car.
We have reliable information that suggests that it was last seen in a Florida wrecking yard in the
s. It may have met its demise there. This car has been located. Hubert later raced this car as the
"Georgia Shaker" with sponsorship from Foulger Ford. At some point in the past the car
acquired a clutch pedal and a manual transmission. It went through a series of owners who
continued to race the car until the brother of the current owner died in The car is unrestored
with miles on the odometer. The car described below has been observed to have stamped VINs
with a "J" on the dash tag and an "S" on the fender aprons. The VINs on this car may have been
similarly stamped. The current location of this car is unknown. Hubert continued to race this car
after the Winternationals. We have reason to believe that this is the car that he later rolled and
wrecked in Georgia. We recently asked Rusty if he could tell us anything about the car or if he
could confirm the VIN:. I don't know for sure. Hubert had 2 cars. One Super Stocker and I've
seen pictures of an automatic that I think was a stocker. When I got it there was an automatic in
it but it had a stick brake pedal. Hubert had loaned it to Patty Young after she wrecked her car.
He offered it to me while riding in the Ford Drag Team truck on the way to Detroit. Hubert Platt
called yesterday to ask me what I did with my Super Stock Mustang that he raced at Pomona
and I bought from him in I had to give him the bad news that in we started to update it to current
NHRA rules by tubbing it. The gas crunch was putting my Dad's used car lot out of business
and I left the shell behind my body shop that I was renting when I left. I had nowhere to take it to
and someone smashed the acid dipped fender and we never finished tubbing it. I heard about 30
years ago it was in a junk yard in Bradenton. It is currently in impound in Illinois as part of an
estate dispute. We've been unable to find any documentation that describes the race results for
this car. In a recent interview Jerry Harvey described how his first impression of the Mustang
was that it wasn't as powerful as other race cars he had driven. Unfortunately he wasn't able to
remember specific race results for this car. The car has been observed to have stamped VINs
with a "J" on the dash tag and an "S" on the fender aprons. It is known to have been later raced
by Tom Stafford with Foulger Ford sponsorship. The results and sources we've found are noted
above. Holman-Moody-Stroppe article from Wikipedia. Breadcrumb Home. Article Tags. The
Ford Mustang Mach 1 is a performance-oriented option package [1] of the Ford Mustang ,
originally introduced by Ford in August as a package for the model year. The Mach 1 title
adorned performance oriented Mustang offerings until the original retirement of the moniker in ,
returning briefly in , and most recently As part of a Ford heritage program, the Mach 1 package
returned in as a high performance version of the New Edge platform. Visual connections to the
model were integrated into the design to pay homage to the original. This generation of the
Mach 1 was discontinued after the model year, with the introduction of the fifth generation
Mustang. This concept vehicle used a cushion of air as propulsion on a circular dais. The Ford
Mustang was successfully introduced in April as a sporty pony car to attract younger buyers
into Ford products. After a few years of development, Ford saw the need to create performance
Mustangs to compete with GM and their release of the Chevrolet Camaro and Pontiac Firebird.
As the performance war continued, the Mustang's platform and engine bay were progressively
redesigned to accommodate larger engine blocks. Late in the model year, Ford introduced the
cu in 7. This was a strong performer and indicated the direction of the Mustang. However, "GT"
wasn't a name that would initiate images of street screeching performance; hence the
introduction of the Mach 1 title. Additionally, seven variations of V-8s were available in the
'69â€”'73 models; most of these also available in the new Mach 1. Due to the Mach 1's success,
the GT model was discontinued after following poor sales of 5, units versus the 72, sales for the
Mach 1. The Mach 1 package was only available in the "SportsRoof" fastback body style [4]
previously known as the ' fastback ' ; never on the hardtop or convertible. Many resto-mod

visual conversions have since been performed by owners and enthusiasts, but are not Mach 1's
by VIN code. All first generation Mach 1's are distinguished by the body style code 63C on the
door data plate. The Mach 1 started with a V8-powered SportsRoof body and added numerous
visual and performance enhancing items such as matte black hood treatment with hood pins,
hood scoop including optional Shaker scoop , competition suspension, chrome pop-open gas
cap, revised wheels with Goodyear Polyglas tires , chrome exhaust tips except W 2V , deluxe
interior, livery and dealer optional chin spoiler, rear deck spoiler, and rear window louvers
SportSlats. Standard equipment was a cu in 5. A W 4V was optional as was a cu in 6. In , the 3.
Mach 1s came with upgraded suspension to varying degrees dependent upon powertrain
choices. Big block cars had front shock tower reinforcement, thicker sway bars no rear bar for
69 , and heavier springs and shocks. Standard on Mach 1s was a fierce but cosmetic hood
scoop that had integrated turn-signal lights mounted in the back. A more functional option was
the signature " Shaker hood ", an air scoop mounted directly to the top of the motor, used to
collect fresh air and so named for its tendency to "shake" above the rumbling V-8 below. The
interior came complete with teak wood grain details, full sound deadening material and
high-back sport bucket seats. In racecar drivers Mickey Thompson and Danny Ongais took
three Mach 1 Mustangs to the Bonneville salt flats for a feature in Hot Rod magazine, in the
process setting speed and endurance records over a series of mile and hour courses. Ford kept
the Mach 1 alive into and little changed other than the visuals. The body included dual-beam
headlights with the previous inner headlights becoming sport lamps and recessed taillights on
a black honeycomb rear panel, side scoops behind both doors removed, revised bucket seats,
deep dish sports wheel covers, as well as new side and rear badging and striping were the main
visual differences. The C 4V M code engine featured This new performance engine incorporated
elements learned from the Ford series engine and the Boss , particularly the poly-angle
combustion chambers with canted valves and the thin-wall casting technology. For , Ford
reduced the content of the Mach 1. The standard features of the model were as follows:. Buying
the optional "Drag Pak" 3. One of the most recognizable features of the '71â€”'73 Mach 1s is the
hood design with dual scoops. The hood was a no cost option on the cars and standard on all
others. The basic NASA hood came as a non-functional item, but when ordered with the Ram Air
option, it became truly functional. The Ram Air option included a vacuum controlled door inside
each scoop, and a fiberglass under-hood 'plenum' that directed cool, outside air through a
modified, rubber-ringed air filter housing and into the carburetor. The ram-air option also
included a pair of Mach1-style chrome twist hood locks and a two-tone hood paint treatment in
either 'matte black' or 'argent' matte silver , which coordinated with the decals and striping. This
year also produced the fewest Mach 1 sales of the â€”73 generation. There are no major
differences in the '71 and '72 Mach 1s externally. The Windsor remained as the base Mach 1
engine. There were again three Cleveland engine options for ' The Mach 1 received some
significant appearance updates for The lower body accent paint and bright trim were gone and
the entire car was one color top to bottom. The valance cutouts and bright tips were no longer
available on 4V cars for The front bumper on all models was now a much larger body-colored
urethane unit, mounted on impact absorbing struts. The Mach 1 grille was black with a
honeycomb pattern and a small running horse tri-bar emblem. The rear bumper was mounted
on extended brackets which caused the bumper to protrude from the body further and yielded a
large gap. To rectify this, Ford used a body colored urethane filler piece at each quarter panel,
and a sheetmetal filler panel bolted to the taillight panel. Engine options remained virtually the
same as in , with the exception of the HO being dropped. The V was not advertised in the '73
Mustang as a Cobra Jet engine even though the Ford shop manual and other internal Ford
documentation did reference the engine as the V CJ since the "Cobra Jet" nomenclature did
continue on in Torino, Cougar and Montego lines. Due to trouble getting the Ram Air option
approved for emissions reasons, [11] the V was the only engine available with Ram Air. New for
'73, Ford offered a "Tu-Tone" hood paint treatment option that consisted of the black or argent
paint treatment and twist locks, but without the actual functional components of the Ram Air
system. Chart does not reflect the Boss variant of the Cleveland or cid I6, as neither were
available in the Mach 1 package. The R-code HO package â€” essentially the solid-lifter Boss
motor from with a reduction in compression from The Mach 1 name continued with the advent
of the Mustang II in For model years the high performance package was renamed "Cobra II".
Also available was a 4-speed manual. The Mach 1 remained mostly unchanged in , as a new
performance model â€” the Cobra II â€” was introduced alongside. The nameplate remained for
one more year, [21] upon when it was discontinued with the advent of the third generation
Mustang in Following the departure of the Fox chassis in and the arrival of the SN in , Ford also
sought to eliminate the , which would not occur until the model. The valve 4. The sales on the
new SN style cars increased, so that by , Mustang sales topped the combined sales figure of the

Firebird and the Camaro. With GM's withdrawal from the "Pony Car wars" in , Ford had a free
hand at the whole market but nonetheless created what was arguably the fastest stock Mustang
up to that point in time with the â€” SVT Cobra. Following the stir caused by the retro "Bullitt" a
lightly modified GT, named for the famed chase Mustang driven by Steve McQueen in the film
Bullitt Ford saw the value of heritage in the Mustang name and as a follow up, sought to revive
the Mach 1 name. The Mach 1 engine had a The Mach 1 also featured a relatively high redline of
6, rpm 5-speed cars and fuel cut off at 7, rpm or rpm 4-speed automatic. Further differences
included the use of Ford's 8. Factory steel "Box" cross section subframe connectors were also
added to increase chassis strength for both the added handling and to deal with the prodigious
torque over the stock GT. Style wise, the Mach 1 was very distinct from other Mustangs as it
drew heavily from the Mach 1. A retro themed interior was included with well bolstered dark
grey leather seats featuring 70's style "Comfort Weave" textures, a s style gauge cluster and a
machined aluminium shift ball. An optional 18G interior upgrade package included stainless
steel pedals, a 4-Way head restraint, aluminum finished shift boot trim ring and door lock posts,
and aluminium look bezels on the dash. The most noticeable difference visually from other
Mustangs was the bulging hood with cut-out and the return of a semi-legitimate "Shaker Hood".
While physically identical in placement and function the scoop is said to be built on the same
tooling as the Mach 1 it only provides a portion of air to the motor routing to the air box ahead
of the MAF. It does function well as a cold air "snorkel" and a partial Ram Air at speed. Outside,
Mach 1's wear 40th anniversary tags ahead of the doors while the has the traditional Mustang
Running Pony and Tri-Color bar. The lone interior change was the deletion of the overhead "
cargo net " mounted on the headliner. Despite pre-production rumors, the horsepower and
torque ratings were not increased in Unlike many limited edition cars, [ citation needed ] Mach 1
owners had a variety of stand out colors from which to choose. In Zinc Yellow was dropped as
an option and replaced with a more vibrant yellow called Screaming Yellow, as well as an all
new color called Competition Orange. Magazine tests by Motor Trend found numbers from
Limited in production, the and Mach 1s ended with the New Edge body platform, the
discontinuation of the Fox framed unibody, and the introduction of the first new frame design
since the s with 9, 's [25] and 7, 's [26] being built, contrary to the Mach 1 originally being
advertised as a one-year limited run model with production set at 6, cars. After a 17 year hiatus,
the fifth installment of the Mach 1 uses the GT's 5. It borrows several parts from the Shelby
models: the intake manifold, oil-filter adapter, engine oil cooler, and front and rear subframe are
shared with the Shelby GT, while the rear axle cooling system, rear toe link, and rear diffuser are
shared with the Shelby GT On the front grille, at each side of the pony badge there are two large
vent holes. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article is about the Ford Motor
Company automobile. For the speed rating, see Mach number. This article is about the Ford
Mustang Mach 1. For all Mustang models available during the tenure of the Mach 1, see Ford
Mustang. This article needs additional citations for verification. Please help improve this article
by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed.
Motor vehicle. Archived from the original on Retrieved Hot Rod. Motor Trend. Car and Driver.
Retrieved June 16, Ford Mustang production models and variants. Categories : Ford Mustang
Muscle cars. Hidden categories: Webarchive template wayback links Articles needing additional
references from September All articles needing additional references Articles with short
description Short description is different from Wikidata All articles with unsourced statements
Articles with unsourced statements from November Commons category link is on Wikidata.
Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal
Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons.
Dearborn, Michigan , United States. V8, 4-barrel Autolite D , R-Code. Wikimedia Commons has
media related to Ford Mustang Mach 1. The numbers are a little misleading because we also
dropped 3 convertibles that Chris and I found to be in error. The registry statistics have been
updated for We now have a total of 3, located vehicles registered, up from 3, as last reported on
January 1, The model year leads the way again, with an increase of 17 vehicles. Our total
dropped by 1 vehicle because we're now excluding known VINs for vehicles that haven't
actually been located. Be sure to register your car if you'd like to contribute to the total. They're
another source of engine technical information beyond what you can find in the Ford service
manuals. Read more about Another Located! The best answer to this question is "usually not".
Many factors could cause a discrepancy between a scheduled build date and an actual
assembly date, such as shortages of parts, worker strikes, and any number of other things.
From what we've seen, the actual assembly date tends to differ from the scheduled build date.
As an example, we know that the scheduled build date for the start of model year production at
the Dearborn, Metuchen, and San Jose assembly plants was "04G", or July 4, Read more about
Does the scheduled build date represent the date that a car was actually assembled? I just

finished implementing a new search engine on the site that will hopefully do a better job of
finding content. You might also notice a new "Related Content" block that lists other content
related to the page you happen to be viewing. Happy searching! In truth, these codes identify
the type of induction system installed during factory assembly. Ram air induction is identified
by the letter "R". This web site will be down for a few hours hopefully only a few hours over the
weekend of 16 - 17 August for an operating system upgrade. I apologize in advance for any
inconvenience. Registry statistics as of June 30, , can now be found on the registry statistics
page. Over the last six months we've added 22 new cars, bringing the total number of registered
cars to 2, from from 2, Read more about Registry Statistics Updated for Read more about
Vintage Technical Information. This story was written by Bruce Sizemore and edited by Scott
Hollenbeck. Read more about New Site Search Engine. Read more about Registry Statistics
Updated! Subscribe to. Have you ever wondered just how fast your car might really be in the
quarter mile? Guess no more -- take it to your local drag strip and find out! Once you know for
sure I'll gladly post your results and a copy of your time slip, and we'll confirm how our cars
really measure up. You can send me either an image file copy of your time slip, or a clear
photocopy. Please send image files via email to the address below, but please try to keep the
size of the file as small as possible. Paper copies can be sent using info found on the registry
contact page. Before I can post your results I need to understand some thing about your car:
what year is it, and what kind of modifications if any it was sporting for the run. I won't post
anything if you don't provide this info, and I won't post any results without a time slip to
document the results. It would also be nice to know the environmental conditions temperature,
humidity, etc. Finally, your car must be registered to have results posted here. If you're
interested in drag strip results reported in magazine articles over the years please check out the
books and articles page. Breadcrumb Home. Drag Strip Performance. Eric Heitman 8F02R 65
degrees Fahrenheit Lawry Larson 8F02R Unknown Dave Bickler 9T02R Unknown Note that the
time slip reports kilometers per hour. Timothy Melody 9T02R Unknown Article Tags. Engine
type: CJ Transmission: 4-speed toploader Rear: 3. Engine type: CJ Transmission: 4-speed close
ratio toploader Rear: 3. A C6 Automatic and a close ratio 4 speed Top Loader. These are
described below;. It had a special planetary, extra clutch packs and a more powerful servo see
"R" Servo at right than normal passenger car C6 transmissions. The small diameter version was
1. This information is important to know when selecting the correct torque converter. If you
aren't aware of this pilot diameter difference, and install a new torque converter with a
mismatched pilot, you'll be in trouble either way. A small diameter converter pilot into the large
diameter crankshaft pilot will bolt together just fine, but will result in a horrible powertrain
vibration that you will never find unless you're really lucky. The large diameter pilot converter,
when mismatched with a small pilot crank, cannot insert far enough and will prevent the torque
converter bolts from coming through the holes in the flexplate far enough to get the nuts on.
However, you will probably only discover this when you're lying on your back under your car
wondering why things won't bolt up. The Flexplate Reinforcement Ring is at right. Transmission
Mounting. The shifter Bezel for the C6 is shown at left and center. An installed view of the bezel
and shifter are at right. A view of the shifter mounting location from underneath the car is
shown below left. This piece slips onto the shifter lever and provides the pointer for the P-R-N-D
dial. Other Ford applications ex; some Lincoln came with the longer Also, note the mount is in a
different location on the long version. As can be seen from this photo - if you want to drop a
into your C equipped car, you will have to change the trans as well. The C6 Inspection Plate is
shown at center and the block plate which fits between trans and engine is at right. To Paint or
Not to Paint? Did Ford paint the block plate Ford blue? Blue paint is visible under the grease on
this plate on the portion facing forward in car starter side. No blue paint was evident on the
transmission side. This suggests the plate was installed on the engine with the 4 speed
bellhousing bolted on when the engine was painted. In addition, the bellhousing from this same
car had Ford Blue overspray all around the portion of the bellhousing which bolts to the engine,
with all of the bellhousing rearward natural, unpainted metal. Cast Iron Tailshaft. Correct C6
trans Shifter and Kick down rod Links. C6 Dipstick. Note the yellow paint code dot on the
dipstick tube reproduced at left, original at center and right. The other end of the spring hooked
into an eyelet on the throttle bracket see below. The SCJ's return spring was located in the
normal location, along the side of the Holley's throttle lever as shown above. C6 Kickdown Rod
s. The two rods are similar in that they each have a bend to avoid the carb secondary linkage.
However, they are in fact, different designs. The CJ rod has a small hole in it to hook up a return
spring which attached to the rear of the throttle bracket as shown in the photo above center.
The SCJ rod did not have this hole. At center, the same two rods from another angle. We really
appreciate John doing this! Anyone interested in obtaining one of these rods, please contact
John at this e-mail address; jovahe verizon. Detailing notes: Although not necessarily shown in

all the photos on this page, the correct detailing for the 4 speed is as follows;. At center are two
detail shots of the toploader. Below is an exploded view showing the components of the clutch
mechanism and how it assembles. At far right is the 71 Mustang clutch fork. Other photos
above and below show the Z-Bar bracket installed and other views of the Mustang clutch
mechanism. Above left is an original T-Handle and an installed view is at center. At right is a
comparison between a repro and an NOS handle. Note the NOS has a more polished look and
sharper numbers than the repro. The correct shift boot for the '71 4 speed Mustang is shown
above. After years of use, many car's boots have split or torn along the bellows parting line
from movement of the shifter. Unfortunately, this correct version with the correct rounded edge
as shown above , is not in reproduction. If you can find an NOS one, they are very expensive.
The part number is D1ZZ B. Note that the 72 - 73 boot looks very similar to the 71, but it has a
round hole for the shifter to come through instead of the rectangular slot used on the Additional
photos of the correct '71 boot are shown below;. Part number D0ZZA. It is part number C9AEC.
The outer diameter measurement is shown at right. The numbers on this case are 1F indicating
a Dearborn built Mustang. The body style and engine code are not stamped. This lack of body
and engine code numbers is typical of 95 percent of all transmissions. The case shown is most
likely from a SCJ since it still had the Speedo gear reducer in place when purchased. This is the
4 speed trans ID tag located on the trans case. Lower Dust Boot. The one shown below is a '70
repro, but is somewhat similar to the '71 and expanded so you can better see what the shape
looks like. The 71 Mustang used one with a D1ZA part number. Hurst Adapter Plate. This plate
bolts to the tail housing and the Hurst shifter is then bolted to it. These are unique to the 71 Big
Block Mustangs and are extremely rare. The picture above left shows a 4 speed shifter bezel
filler plate for Mustangs with the long console click thumbnail for photo of long console:. The
shifter boot bolted straight to the floor metal, and the carpet laid on top of the boot. The bezel
then went over the boot to hide the carpet. It fit into one of the folds of the boot whichever one
matched it the best. At right is a template of an original bezel if you want to make your own. Use
your printer to scale the printout to the penny in the lower left corner. Cut out the template and
scribe it onto a piece of black plastic approximately 2 mm thick and cut it out! The diagram
above shows the difference between the two and the installation with mount. This boot covers
the clutch fork and prevents contamination from road spray. Speedometer Gear Reducer. It was
fitted on the trans, on the end of the speedo cable. The 4-Speed version C9ZZA , shown at right,
was made at a 90 degree angle L shaped for a better fit, as opposed to the straight body for the
C6. These gear boxes allowed the speedometer to read correctly with the low rear end gears of
the SCJ, 3. The gear box required a special "Drag Pak" speedo cable that had a screw-on end
which screwed onto the threaded portion of the gear box. The regular non-Drag Pak cable had
the standard press into the side of the trans fit. Note the special threaded fitting at red arrow
that attaches to the Speedo adaptor. A view of a non-drag pack speedo installed in a C6 housing
is shown below. Dan Schott's 73 Convertible with a CJ engine. The photos above will show you
where to measure to avoid this nightmare that two of us have experienced ;-. It also provides
the housing for the illumination bulb ;. Vacuum Modulator Line. The levers that bolt to the case
were painted black. The bell housing should be Ford blue. The transmission case a natural cast
color. Shifter Boot The correct shift boot for the '71 4 speed Mustang is shown above. Clutch
Fork Boot This boot covers the clutch fork and prevents contamination from road spray. Find all
of the Mustang parts you need to get your car looking and performing better than ever. Late
Model Restoration carries a full line of Fox Body restoration and performance parts from top
names in the industry. Restore your SN Mustang with replacement headlights, taillights, fog
lights, hoods, fenders, and interior components. Add horsepower and torque with our high
quality exhaust systems, intakes, tuners, X-pipes, H-pipes, headers, gears, driveshafts,
camshafts, and cylinder heads. Put all of that power to the ground wit Get your Mustang build
started with Late Model Restoration. We carry all of the most popular Mustang parts to make
your S stand out from the crowd. Building your Mustang is a click away with the hottest and
most popular mods on the market all in one spot! From Mustang seats to Mustang Wheels and
ever Get the most from your Mustang with parts from Late Model Restoration! Building your
Coyote Mustang has never been easier with the most popular and hottest mods on the market,
all one click away! Choose from 's of Mustang parts to get your Coyote 5. Make more power in
your S Mustang with cold air intake kits, exhaust systems, tuners, and more performance parts!
Want to get your Mustang handling better? Pick up a set of lowering springs, shocks, struts,
and other suspension modifications to get your S handing great on the track. Give yours a cus
Shop thousands of parts for your Ford Mustang for performance and restoration at Late Model
Restoration. Our knowledgeable staff of Mustang enthusiasts provide you with the best
customer service in the industry. From Ford Mustang headlights to Mustang wheels, we have
everything you need to restore or customize your Sta Late Model Restoration is your ultimate

source for Ford Lighting parts! The Ford Lightning parts we offer includes tires, stainless steel
exhaus Follow this article guide from Late Model Restoration that will examine the best first
mods for New Edge Mustangs! Read more: new edge mustang. Read more: mustang , mach 1 ,
sve , wheels. Read more: how to , removal , installation , sn95 , new edge mustang , interior ,
door. Restore the function of your interior door handle with this Mustang door handle cable!
Check out LMR's removal and install article. Read more: how to , removal , install , door. Read
more: how to , removal , sn95 , new edge mustang , door. Make Late Model Restoration your
one-stop shop for Ford Mustang parts ranging from restoration to performance. We are proud to
offer Ford Mustang parts and accessories from all of the top brands, at the lowest prices in the
industry! Restoring a Fox Body or building an S to annihilate the asphalt has never been easier
with all of the hottest mods in one easy-to-shop site. We pride ourselves on offering the hard to
find restoration and performance Mustang parts and accessories for all Fox Body, SN95, New
Edge, S and S Mustangs, along with the best customer service in the industry. With a Fox Body
exclusive brand, 5. From Fox Body headlights to cup holder center consoles, Late Model
Restoration can take your project car to show quality quickly and easily! We also supply you
with easy to follow install videos to get your restoration done in your garage. If you are wanting
to mod or restore your Mustang, Late Model Restoration has every Mustang auto part you need
to get the job done. With a wide variety of parts for both the 5. With the Mustangs starting to
become older and older, the need for restoration Ford Mustang parts is growing. Here at LMR,
we have recognized this and offer just about any piece you need to get your New Edge Mustang
back to its show room glory. Want to add some performance to your V6 or GT? Check out our
wide variety of Mustang gears, tuners, cold air intakes, exhausts and many more performance
parts for the Mustang. While the S Mustangs went through a wide variety of different body
styles and engines, LMR has always been there to offer all of the restoration and performance
parts you need for your Mustang. A set of SVE wheels and SVE lowering springs are always a
huge hit for the Mustangs as it is a quick and easy way to give your S a whole new look without
breaking the bank. We also offer a wide variety of performance parts for you to get the most
horsepower out of your 4. With the new Mustang body styles come new parts and new creative
designs. Late Model Restoration has listened to your suggestions and has come out with many
new wheels and exhaust kits for the new S Mustang. Checkout our current Sales! New Edge
Mustang Parts With the Mustangs starting to become older and older, the need for restoration
Ford Mustang parts is growing. S Mustang Parts While the S Mustangs went through a wide
variety of different body styles and engines, LMR has always been there to offer all of the
restoration and performance parts you need for your Mustang. S Mustang Parts With the new
Mustang body styles come new parts and new creative designs. SHOP 5. For the model year
Ford released an updated Mustang which was slightly bigger and heavier than previous
Mustang offerings. The styling changes gave the Mustang a bolder and more muscular look,
and backing up the look was a whole array of hot performance engines. The production Boss
was setup for high speed racing and though it packed a heavy punch it was the CJ and SCJ that
were faster in the quarter mile due to being setup for better off-the-line performance. The Mach
1 was only available with the fastback roofline. The Mach 1 had seven different performance
engine options available. True output for both engines touched horsepower at the very least.
The upgrades the CJ received to become a SCJ were racing sourced capscrew connecting rods,
an upgraded harmonic balancer, and a few other upgrades. Both the CJ and SCJ could be
ordered with the optional Ram Air induction system which consisted of a shaker hood scope
with the open air inlet facing the front of the car. With the Ram Air option true horsepower was
at least Very impressive indeed, it would be the pinnacle of Mustang performance for the
average performance buyer. It would be a very long time about 4 decades before another
reasonably priced Mustang that the average buyer could afford, would surpass these
performance figures. Pete Dunton. Muscle Cars. Anytime a big-block coupe surfaces, we rush to
Kevin Marti's Mustang. Rick Parker's Grabber Blue '71 coupe was especially interesting to us
because original paperwork reveals that this car went to Ford Motor Company as a test vehicle.
With an early build date of September 8, , the Cobra Jet coupe wasn't sold to the public until
February 9, That's about a year and five months after the build date, and we have to wonder
what Ford did with the car during that time. Parker, a Mustang and Ford enthusiast who makes a
living with his hobby at Signature Auto Classics in Columbus, Ohio, calls this coupe, "A
mystery car. Did they run the crap out of it? I mean, who knows what they did? Parker bought
this car from Ed Pierce in Vermont. Although Pierce knew about the test car heritage, he did not
know how it was used. The options and accessories don't provide clues. Ford ordered the
C-code Cobra Jet backed by a four-speed manual transmission and 3. The car simply came with
trim rings and dog-dish hubcaps. However, from this muscle car beginning, the build went
all-out with the Convenience Group, power steering, tilt steering wheel, power front disc brakes,

air conditioning, AM radio, console, intermittent windshield wipers, power windows, rear
window defroster, color-keyed racing mirrors, and tachometer. This Mustang may be the
highest priced regular production '71 coupe built. The Cobra Jet did not prove popular in the '71
Mustang. Total production amounted to 1, Of these, Ford assembled and sold 86 in the coupe
body style. Rick's '71 is one of 11 built with the C-code CJ and a four-speed. Ford also built 22
C-codes with the automatic, followed by 15 ram-air CJs J-codes with the four-speed and 38
ram-air CJs with automatic. Hot-rod types obviously preferred the CJ in the fastback with 1,
produced. The convertible CJs, at 42 total, are even rarer than the coupes. Rick bought the
Cobra Jet pretty much as-is. He painted the wheels body color, per stock specifications, but left
off the trim rings and added the dog-dish center caps. The trim rings would scratch the paint,
Rick felt. Plus, the car has a stronger muscle car persona with the trim rings removed. All a
person has to d
ducati manuals download
92 silverado dash
auto quest turn in
o is pop them off and go drag racing. Rick might go drag racing with this ride, except the car
attracts so much attention at shows. Also, he went to the trouble to mount reproduction
Firestone raised white letter, bias ply Wide Oval tires. They would go up in smoke with the lb-ft
of Cobra Jet torque. Horsepower maxes out at at 5, rpm. And here are more mysteries. Why did
Ford leave off ram-air? If anybody knows why Ford built and tested this car, we invite letters via
email at mustang. Eventually, he got the car, but it was a more rare Boss How can you tell the
difference between , , and a Mustang? We apologize for this inconvenience and encourage you
to visit Mustang Monthly. Featured Vehicles. Mustang Monthly Featured Vehicles. Jerry Heasley.
Photo Gallery View Photo Gallery. Connect With Us. Stay informed with our Newsletter Sign Up
Now. Most Popular. View More Girls. See All News. Sponsored links. Related Articles. Mustang
Girl Monday Video! Most Original Boss in the World? Mustang

